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faculty senate

October 5, 1993
TO:

Meib rs of the UNM Faculty Senate

FROM:

Barbra Thomas, Office of the University Secretary

SUBJECT:

October Meeting

CJ.Mi~~

The UNM Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesdav. October 12, 1993 from
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Approval of the Agenda

2.

Summarized Minutes of September 14, 1993

3.

Senate President's Report -- Professor Bel
Campbell

4.

Report from the Senate Budget Committee -Professor Dodd Bogart
(PLEASE BRING YOUR SEPT. SENATE AGENDA FOR THIS
ITEM)

5.

New Specialization in Native American
studies -- Professor Shane Phelan

6.

Report regarding Minority Centers

pp. 18-23

7.

Proposed New Faculty Title of Clinical
Educator for the Medical School

p. 24

8.

Clarification of Faculty Senate Bylaws
Professor Bel Campbell

pp. 25-30

9.

summer School Report -- Assistant Vice
President David Stuart

pp. 1-10

pp. 11-17

p. 31

10.

Proposed Legislator Education Project -Professor Robert Schwartz

11.

Committee Appointments and Replacements
Professor William MacPherson

.J
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FACULTY SENATE MEETING
October 12, 1993

(summarized Minutes)
'lhe ~ber 12, 1993 meeting of th~ Faculty senate was called to order by
President Bel campbell at 3:30 p.m. m the Kiva.
senators present: D:ive Baldwin (Zimrnennan Library), Larry Barton (Biology), Jane
Bruker (Gallup Branch), Joan Bybee (Linguistics), Bel can,pbell (Fhysics &
Astronomy), Richard Coughlin (Sociology), Jeff Davis (Math & stats), Michele Diel
(Valencia Branch), Eva Encinias (Theatre & D:ince), John Finkelstein (Management),
Olarles Fledderman (Elec & corrp Engr), Kenneth Gardner (Medicine), Robert Glew
(Bi~emistry), Larry Gorbet (Anthropology), Cleborah Graham (Med Centr Lib),
Blaine Hart (Radiology) , R.oy Johnson (Civil Engr) , Kathleen Koehler (HPPELP) , Tom
Kyner (Math & Stats), Oleryl I2arn (Nursing), Harry Llull (Centennial Library),
Denetra I.ogothetis (Dental Progs), William MacFherson (I.aw School), carolyn Mold
(Microbiology) , Paul Montner (Medicine) , Elizabeth Nielsen (Spec Educ) , Kurt
Nolte (Pathology), Lynette Oshina (CIMIE), Peter Pabisch (Foreign Lang & Lit),
srai:ie Fhelan (Political science), Glynn Raymond (Fhannacy), Alan Reed (l?Ublic
Admin), Edward Reyes (Pharmacology), Joe Rothrock (Art & Art History), Richard
santos (Economics), Stephen Schreiber (Architecture & Plng), Howard Schreyer
( ~ Engr) , Jerome Shea (University College) , Robert Sickels (Political
Science) , Henry Trewhitt (Journalism) , carolyn Voss (Medicine) , and Gerald Weiss
(Rlysiology) .
~ t : Lynndianne Beene (English) , John Geissrnan (Earth & Planetary Sciences) ,
Linda Hall (History) , John Matthews (Fhysics & Astronomy) , Beth Miller (Gallup
Branch), Leroy ortiz (CIMI'E), Mario Rivera (l?Ublic Admin), Gloria Sarto (Obstet
& Gynecology) , Dianna Shomaker (Nursing) , Russell Snyder (Neurology) , scott
Walker (Psychiatry) and Helen Zongolowicz (Gallup Branch) .
Minutes of September 14 , 1993. The summarized minutes of September 14, 1993 were
approved as presented.
Senate President's Report.

senate President Bel can,pbell reported to the senate

that
-An on-line Faculty Infonnation service is being planned which would provide

1) list of Senate memberShip, 2) connnittee charge, reports, ~ ong'Oing work,
3) current issues of inportance, 4) news from senate leadership as well as other
~aculty, 5) news and announcements from the administration, 6) relevant
mfo~tion from Santa Fe, 7) requests for facul t):' participatioi:i on ad hoc
conmu.ttees and 8) requests for input by faculty on issues to be discussed and
acted upon by the senate
-'Ihe UNM Police have added four new officers in response to safety problems on

can-pus

~ere is concern about the proposed Dispute Reso~ution Policy and . Procedure
wr~tten by Anne Thomas, Director of F.qUal 0pportumty Programs~ Nick Es~,
University Counsel. Contact Diana Robin, Foreign r..anguages and Literatures if
You have concerns or questions.
.
.
-'Ihe Senate will now hear reports from senate comnuttees at each s~te ~ting·
-An open fonnn regarding the propose:l restructuring of Health sciences will be
held for all faculty staff and students. watch for the announcement of the
Ireeting as no date
yet been set.

ru:s

-'lbree more administrative reviews are to be conducted next year. Please submi.Q
suggestions to the Operations Cormnittee.
-A faculty member is needed to sei:ve on search conunittee for the directorship of
career Planning and Placement.
-'!here are concerns regarding the proposed lilnitations to be applied to Tuition
Remissions. It is being suggested that only credit courses will be approved.
-A new proposal is under discussion by Associate Provost for Research Ellen
Goldberg and Provost Coleman which would increase the amount of money available
to the Research Allocation Committee and change its chfilge.
Report from the Senate Budget Cornmittee. Professor [k:>dd Bogart, chainnan of the
senate Budget COrmnittee, reviewed the conclusions contained in the report. '!hose
are as follows:
-rue to inflation, faculty at UNM, especially full and associate professors, make
substantially less today than in the peak years of 1972-73.
-While UNM's peer institutions shared UNM's problems with inflation during the
pericxi 1972-73 to 1982-83, during the last decade the peer institutions have
largely recovered from inflationary lag and UNM has not.
-'!he explanation for the UNM/peer gap does not appear to be that UNM failed to
receive proportionate resources from state revenues.
-DNM could have kept faculty salaries and compensation at or above the peer mean
in any one of five ways -- 1) by obtaining more generous state I&G
appropriations, 2) by making significant internal reallocation of I&G
expenditures to instruction, 3) by keeping student tuition and fee revenues at
30% of I&G expenditures, 4) by keeping the growth of faculty size and rank
distribution commensurate with student fte and 5) some combination of two or more

of the above.
'!hat UNM did none of these is the basic explanation of why UNM fell behi.rrl its
peers in salaries and compensation. Professor Bogart requested approval of the
following recormnendations.
1) To request that the UNM Regents cormnit the University to the priori ty of
raising mean faculty salaries and compensation at UNM to the peer group means no
later than the year 2000.
2) To request that the UNM Regents cormnit the University to the priority of
annual incre100I1ts in mean faculty salaries and compensation such that UNM' s gain
on the peer group means can reasonably be projected at no less than 1% of those
means each year.
3) To request that the UNM administration (ProVost, Vice President for Business
am Finance, Budget Director, and/ or Director of Pl~ing and Polio/ s?Idi~)
comuct and publish a study explaining wh~e UNM' s (hi<Jl:er ~ .peer 1:15titution
IOOan) revenues are expended (in comparison to peer institutions) instead of
keeping UNM faculty salaries and compensation at peer mean levels.
4) To request that the UNM administration (ProVost, Vi~ President ~or Bus~
Finance, Budget Director, ana;or Director of Plannmg and Policy Studies)
develop and publish a plan (a) to increase non-state I&G revenues andjor (b). to
reallocate currently projected revenues sufficient to ra~se UNM fa?W-ty salari;5
am carrpensation to the peer :rreans with or without an increase in the States
share of the cost of instruction at this institution·.

am
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'Ihe Faculty Senate approved the recommendations.

0

Specialization in Native American Studies. President Ccmpbell explained that the
approval of the proposed specialization in Native American Studies had been
tabled at the September Senate meeting in order that more info:rnation be made
available to the Senate at the october meeting.
Professor Ted Jojola was
introduced and he offered to answer any questions from the Senate. He explained
that the proposed program was based on the interdisciplinary model of the Honors
Program at UNM. '!he specialization would include eighteen credit hours added to
the student's major.
'Ihis program, he explained, is intended for students who (1) are pursuing
"traditional" majors and desire to augment these majors with academic content on
Native Americans, (2) desire to acquire a knowledge base and technical skills
specific to the field of Native American studies, and (3) strive to utilize an
interdisciplinary approach to understanding the dynamics of interaction between
other societies and Native Americans. '!he proposed specialization would allow
the student to apply content in the discipline of Native American Studies to the
core requirements of hisjher chosen major.
'!here were concerns voiced regarding the tenns of contract for the director and
also about the grade point average and these issues were clarified. Professor
Kathleen Koehler expressed concern that the courses would not be approved by any
faculty group. Professor Jojola explained that input had been solicited and
received from the faculty and again stressed that the proposed pro:JTIUll is
structured exactly like the Honors Program.
'!he Senate approved the specialization in Native American Studies by a show of
hands with 27 for, 6 opposed and 3 abstentions.

Report Regarding Minority centers. President Ccmpbell introduced the directors
of the three minority centers and Vice President for Student Affairs, orcilia
Zuniga Forbes.
She explained that although four reconnnendations are contained in the Interim
Report of the Etlmic centers Review Committee, the Senate was not being asked to
approve the recormnendations.
'!hey were, however, seeking support for the

Centers.
Concern was expressed regarding the membership of the Review Committee, which was

large!y corrposed of persons employed by the three Centers or otheIWise connected
with them. '!here were also concerns voiced about the centers' interaction with
minority academic units within the various schools and colleges.
'!he Senate voted to delay any further discussion or action in order that the
Senate have time to study the report which was distributed at the meeting.
Vice President Fo:rbes explained that it had been agreed to accept recommendation
#1 which recormnends that the Centers be kept separate. '!he issue of furrling the
programs is under discussion as is the issue of retention goals.
'!he
recommenaation to keep the committee active was not a~:pted by either Vice
President forbes or President Peck. Forbes welcomed additional input from the
Senate.
A notion was ma.de and accepted that the Operations eomrnittee take the report
under consideration and make a reconunendation to the Senate at the November
Faculty Senate meeting.
3
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-,
Proposed New Faculty Title of Clinical F.ducator for the Medical School.

SenatoiY
Kenneth Gardner of the Medical School presented the proposal for the new academic
title of Clinical Educator for faculty in the Medical School. '!he title would
be for those whose primary responsibility is in patient care and who have
secondary teaching responsibilities.
'!here have been difficulties, Gardner explained, with faculty appointments on a
visit~ contract with an explicit three year limitation.

After a lengthy discussion, the Senate approved the following new academic title,
as amerded, for faculty in the School of Medicine.
'Ihe new title will be

included in the next revision of the UNM Faculty Handbook.
Clinician Educator - Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant
Professor, Instructor - a full-time, non-tenure position for
physicians who are primarily engaged in patient care with secondary
teach~ responsibilities.
'Ihe meet~ adjourned at 5:45 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Barbara 'Ihomas, Secretary
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FORMC
MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES
1.

2.

CIP CODE

Date: .April 21 , 1992

OS-.

Dr. Theodore S. Jojola

3.
4.

02()?--

5.
6.

(Name of Individual lnklallng Nriallar dlange form)

Director, Native American Studies

7.

(Tlle, position)

8.

Assoc. Professor of Architecture and Planning

9.
10.

(Dept, Div., Prog.)

This form Is for

E
Routing (All four copies)
Dean of Library Services
CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), if necessary
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
Conege or School Faculty
Coffege or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs Comm. and/or
FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad. level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
VP of Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

1
:
n(D

~·

Q.

Native American Studies
Name ol New oc Existing Program

This program is or would be located in current catalog page _3_5_9___

I. Major Change-Mark appropriate catagory
Degree

New

Major

New

Minor

New

Concentration

New

D
D
D
D

Revision of
existing degree
Revision of
existing major
Revision of
existing minor
Revision of

Give exact title and requirements as
they should appear in the catalog. (See current catalog for format within the
respective college). Attach additional sheets if necessary.

Deletion

D
D
D
D

Deletion
Deletion
Deletion

D
D
D
D

..er

~

ct

Q.

=-

:;·
cc

Native American Studies Degree Specialization (see attached)

-...
m

:,

II.Minor Change-

(D
(D

Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.-------- - - - - - - - - - New Name al Program

Minor program revision (3-5 hours) Please specify below:

Q.

.......
()
a
a

0

IC

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·Reasons for Request: (attach statement)
Effective Date of Proposed Change:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ _ _ __
Sern.ter

Year

~dget~ry and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
If es this change impinge in any significant way on my other student or departmental programs? Yes_ _ No_ _
yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
(attach statement)
Signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-=----:-:~-------0epanmen1 Chalr

App;o;~is:-fi~~;~~~~-z,v-·g:::·:-:·v~~-C o l l e ~ ~·
(If necessary)
College of School Faculty - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - College or School Dean _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
and/or

FS Undergraduate Ac. Affairs - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FS Graduate Committee - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Office of Graduate Studies _ _ _ _ _~ - - , - - - - - - , . - - - - - - - FS Curricula Committee
~ -CJ__a_..,.,,A..._,{
Assoc. VP of Academic Affairs_=tP-L~~~~j(/J~,-~~~....- - - - - - - - Faculty Senate
~

II

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: - - - - - - - Date: - - - - - - - Date: - - - - - - - Date: - - - - - - - Date: - - - - - - - Date: __._.,Cc...--_,_]~::.J.....-...J_
Date: -=sJ~t-'=-~,_/qj_,,_____
Date: - - - - - - - -

,,,,_,..,
.........

1 -HO)

i

n

(D

0

z

:<
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NAS Degree Synopsis : May 3, 1993

Native American Studies (NAS) Interdisciplinary Degree Specialization

Synopsis

5/93
The NAS interdisciplinary degree specialization is for students who:
• are pursui_ng "traditi~nal" undergradu~te majors and desire to augment the e
maJors with acadetn1c content on Native Americans;
• desire to acquire a knowledge base and technical skills specific to the field of
Native American Studies;
• strive to utilize an interdisciplinary approach to understanding the dynamics of
interaction between other societies and Native Americans.
The NAS interdisciplinary degree specialization is designed to afford the tudent the
maximum opportunity for applying Native American issues and concerns to the
traditional baccalaureate degree. Unlike a traditional major or minor, this degree allow
students to apply content in the discipline of Native American Studies to the core
requirements of their chosen major. It accomplishes this by exposing student to a field
of inquiry through Native American Studies courses which are designed to pre ent kill
and knowledge particular to Native Americans and their respective communities.
Students need not be Native American nor be officially admitted into the interdi ciplinary
degree program to take courses. However, preference for enrollment will be given to
students who are formally admitted to the program. All courses will require permi ion
of the instructor to enroll. A ceiling of 30 students per course will be maintained o that a
seminar environment can be established.
Students may seek admission into the program at any time during the regular seme ter .
All petitions for admission will be reviewed by an interdisciplinary admission committee
comprised of faculty and faculty affiliates of Native American Studie . Student will be
evaluated on the basis of a two-page narrative which addresses the topic of how an
interdisciplinary degree of this nature is important for their career goal . Students mu, t
furnish the committee copies of their high-school and/or any university tran cripts.
Students who are admitted into the program must meet on a regular basis with the
academic advisor for the interdisciplinary degree. The academic advisor will a sist the
student in designing an academic plan. This plan will be used to track the progre s of the
student and to formally petition the traditional department for the award of the specialized
degree. Students will be required to maintain a cumulative 2.5 GPA as a final condition
for graduation.
Upon the successful completion of the curriculum, a student will graduate with a
traditional baccalaureate degree which will read as stated:

Baccalaureate in _ _ __, with Specialization in Native American Studies
This designation will be affixed to the diploma 1 and the official transcript.
1 At the present time, only designated majors can be coded so that a title is printed on the diploma. The
registrar's office will be exploring the feasibility of affixing this through the code reserved fo~ the _Hono~
Progrrun because of the similar nature of the designation. If this cannot be done, then the des1gnauon will

be indicated on the official transcript only.

,~
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NAS Degree Synopsis: May 3 , 1993

Paxe 2
l

Formal Requirements
1) A cumulative GPA of 2.5 must be maintained for the courses taken in the

interdisciplinary degree.
2) All students will complete a minimum of 18 hours as designated by the NA
interdisciplinary degree. The sequence and course content is a follow :
NAS 150 (Fall, 3 units)-lntroduction to Native American Studies
NAS 250 (Spring, 3 units )-l ntroduction to Socio-Political Concepts in Native
American Studies
NAS 251 (Fall, 3 units)-Introduction to Information & Resource in Native
American Studies
NAS 350 (Spring, 3 units)-lndige11ous Worldviews in Native American tudi
NAS 351 (Fall, Spring, 3 units

/11dividual Study2

NAS 352 (Fall, Spring, Summer, 3 units)-Internship 3
NAS 450 (Fall, Spring, Summer)-Topics in Native American Studies4

TOTAL: 18 hours
ANTICIPATED NUMBER OF SEMESTERS TOWARD COMPLETION: 4

2 Students are expected to conduct independent research under the mentor hip of a f._ ulty or affiliate
faculty. Requirements include an annotated bibliography and research paper.
.
.
d/ · tit tion in an area that is relevant to attve
3 St d
u _ents will intern with an approv~ pro~rrun an or ms u
' d'uct an evaJuation on the tudent at
Amencan concerns. The field superviso: will agree to spons?r and con
which wilJ be reviewed
the end of the internship. The student will be expected to wnte up a field report
fd accepted through the degree committee. .
.
.
. . n to choo e runong a generaJ Li ting of
Students can take speciaJ offerings under this des1gnatton, or peuuo_
aJ from the degree ad j r.
alternates offered elsewhere in the University. Students mu t seek pnor approv,

NAS Degree Synopsis : May 3, 1993

Pa.~e 3

Budget Analysis

FTE
Director5
Assistant Director6
Assistant Prof. in NAS7
Associate Faculty8
Student Degree Advisor9
Totals

Year 1

0.1

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

$14,000

2.1

14,000

Year2
2,800

Year3

Year4

Years

$14,000
$14,000
$10,000
40,800

Atyr~sent, the Nat~ve.American Studies Center operates out of two di tinct account .
~1thrn the ac~de1mc ~me budget, approximately $85,000 is appropriated to upport the
Drre~to~, Assistant Drrector and support clerical staff for the Center. The Director i
contl~urng to negotiate with the Provost for Academic Affairs to re tore the $14,0 for
ass~c.iate faculty which is now being used to fund the As istant Director po ition. ln
add1t10n, other budget items for supplies and expenses are provided as well ( ee
Appendix XII in the full proposal for more detailed accounts). The impact of thi degre
upon supplies and expenses is estimated to be minimal. No detail are nece ary for thi
budget analysis.
A second budget is appropriated to the Native American Studies C nter for the A ademic
Intervention Project. In 1987, the NM State Legislature appropriated a pecial fund of
approximately $150,000 to establish a program for the retention of Native Am ri an
students attending the University of New Mexico. After 3 years of succe ive funding ,
the 1993 State Legislature reappropriated this fund to the regular In truction and General
~udget of the University as a permanent line item. The funding wa increa ed to
$250,000 and includes provisions to support the development of the interdi ciplinary
degree. The salaries of the Asst. Professor in Native American Studie and the Student
Degree Advisor will be provided through this account.

5 The Director is an Associate Professor in the School of Architecture and Planning with 50% release time
to administer the Native American Studies Program. $2,800 will be budgeted to provide release time i r
ine cour~e per academic year.
~ Assistant Director is currently being advertised at a level of $28,000 for o~e year ~t the ABD or Ph.D.
quali~cations level. The half-time responsibility of this individual f~r y_ear _I will ~ to unplem~nt and
~oordinatL the NAS degree program. By year 2 it is expect~ that ~1 h_ne item will?~ rene~ot1ated to
include a half-time Asst. Professor in Native American Studies des1gnat1on. The position will be tenure¥'1ck with release time for administration. The Asst. Professor will teach 3 c?urses per year:
By year ~wo, the existing position of Infonnation Specialist will be reneg?uated to a _half-ume As t.
Profess?r m Native American Studies. The position will be tenure track ~1th release ume for the othe~
profe~s1onal responsibilities. Presently the position is occupied by Dr. Abson Freese who has a Ph.D. in
trnencan Studies from UNM. The Asst. Professor will teach 3 courses pe~ year.
.
.
A~sociate faculty will be contracted on a course by cour e basis. They will be re pons,ble for tea h~g
Topics in Native American Studies (NAS 450). A total of 5 courses@ $2,800 can be contracted i r tru
amount
9 T~~ f~II time position of Student Resource Specialist already exi ts. In year 2, 1!1e designation.of tru
pos1t1on will be changed to include half-time responsibilities of the NAS Academic Degree AdvJS r.

1
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Potential Impacts on other Academic Units

LOCAL
There are only two programs which are available in content areas specific to Native
American Studies at the undergraduate level in the State of New Mexico. Both of the e
are located at the UNM Gallup campus and both are terminal Associate Degree . They
are:
• Associate of Applied Science: Tribal Court Advocate
Degree requirements-66 credits including 39 credits in the Bu ine ·
Technology Core.
• Associate of Applied Science: Rural Tribal Enterprises
Degree requirements -62 credits including 24 credits in the Tribal
Enterprise Core.
As seen in Appendix Il of the full proposal, the Gallup program in Rural Tribal
Enterprises is in full support of the interdisciplinary degree, particularly becau e it will
allow them a department to assist in articulating their graduates to pursue baccalaureate
degrees at the main campus.
In the Spring of 1992, both Native American and non-Native American faculty and
?epartment representatives were invited to a general meeting to discus the NAS
interdisciplinary degree proposal. Copies of the full propo al were di tributed in advance
of the meeting and approximately 40 faculty met with Native American taff in the
~oberts Room. At this time, specific comments were solicited and the e were
incorporated into a final version of the proposal.
At the same time, affiliated programs statewide were given copies ~or the.ir re~i~w and
c~py. Copies were sent to the various Indian programs at other maJor umver 1t1e and at
tnb~l. community colleges and Indian vocational-technical programs. Re pon e wa
positive.
Copies of responses are available upon request.

J_r_

1
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NATIONAL
Many of these programs are located where significant populations of Native American
reside or where there are significant proportions of Native American student in their
institutions. The State of New Mexico remains one of the few states where there i both a
significant Native American student body and population, but where there i no
undergraduate degree in Native American Studies.

Listing of Major 4 Year Institutions
w/ Undergraduate Majors in
Native American StudiesIO
Northeastern State University, OK
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, AK
University of New Mexico
University of Science & Arts, OK
University of California, Berkeley, CA
University of Washington, WA
California State U @ Long Beach, CA
University of North Dakota, ND
University of California, Davis, CA
Bemidji State University, MN
Humboldt State University, CA

# of NA Students
1517
1173

836
707
331
331

306
218
213
210

162

% of NA students
17.1%
15.5%
3.5%
7.4%
1.1%

1.1%
0.9%
1.9%

0.9%
3.7%
2.6%

.
·
It ho Jd be noted that there exi t
is data was compiled from the Chronicle of Higher Educaaon. s. u . . .
r hie
other programs in Native American Studies particularly among major umve~iue. mot~;!0~!ico h no
Southwest. These, however, are offered at the graduate level only. The Un:vers1~ t the colleges allow
graduate degree in Native American Studies although several departments t uoug ou
students to designate their graduate studies in Native American content.
101n·

1

,
f.)
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May 8, 1992

FORM C - Native American Studies Degree Specialization
James B. Wright, Professor of Librarianship/Selector for Native
American Studies material
The General Library of UNM is recognized as having a strong
collection in Native American Studies and will definitely support the
degree specialization as outlined in this "FORM C. "
The major concern (in my opinion)is not the collection but its
access, or lack of access.
The material is widely spread through the
entire collection and in each of the branch libraries.
It is
essential that the library provide easy access to the material.
The
new ONLINE CATALOG should greatly enhance access but if it proves to
still be burdensome the library must find additional ways of making
the material available.
This may prove to be costly and time
consuming but must be ac c omplished.
I will work diligently with the
Native American Studies staff to accomplish this goal.

disc 9 jw nasformc.wp 5/8/92
Jr,

The University of New Mexico
Medical Center
Director of the Medical Center and
Dean of The School of Mcdi<.:ine
Basic Medical Sciences Building
Albuquerque. NM 8713 1-5116
(505) 277-232 1

MEMORANDUM
TO:

B ~ Ph.D., Pr_esident, Faculty Senate

FROM:

Leonard M. ~ - , Director, Medical Center
Dean, School of Medicine

DATE:

September 23, 1993

RE:

CLINICIAN EDUCATOR - Proposed New Faculty Title

The clinical department chairpersons at the School of Medicine have been developing a
proposed new faculty title to be added to the UNM Faculty Handbook for quite some time. There
have been numerous discussions concerning this issue since the summer of 1992. There is now a
consensus of the chairpersons for inclusion of this title in the UNM Faculty Handbook. Enclosed
please find the language which I am submitting for consideration and approval of the Faculty
Senate of the proposed new title. I am requesting that you, as President of the Faculty Senate,
review this documentation and take action on this matter.
Also, enclosed, for your review and information, are two articles from the Association of
American Medical Colleges (AAMC) discussing this faculty category at other association schools
and the correspondence between President Peck and me concerning this proposed new title.
Please contact me if I can clarify any information for you and the Faculty Senate concerning
my request. Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.
attachments
XC.

SOM Faculty Senators
Kenneth Gardner, M.D.
Edward Reyes, Ph.D.
Robert Glew, Ph.D.
Carolyn Mold, Ph.D.
Kurt Nolte, M.D.
Carolyn Voss, M.D.
Gerald Weiss, Ph.D.
File

Blaine Hart, M.D.
Russell Snyder, M.D.
Deborah Graham, M.L.S.
Paul Montner, M.D.
Gloria Sarto, M.D.
Scott Walker, M.D.
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Definition of Problem
With increased pressures on academic medical institutions to be competitive in the market
place for patient care, many schools have recognized the need to hire additional physicians to
provide patient care and to teach medical s_tudents and residents. The UNM School of Medicine
began a program several years ago, 'The New Provider Program" which was instituted to help
provide additional physician coverage for patient care.
However, on the basis of recognized difficulties with faculty appointments on the "V" contract (with
an explicit three year limitation) and staff appointments of physicians participating in the University
Clinician Program (UCP), the creation of a new faculty appointment category is being proposed
by the School of Medicine Clinical Chairs to be included in the projected revision of the UNM
Faculty Handbook.
It has been discussed that having staff physicians, whose primary responsibility is with patient care
(service) and secondary with teaching, has created a situation of "second class citizationship" for
these individuals, even though they do hold Letters of Academic Title within their departments.
Based on research of how other academic medicine institutions have tackled this problem, the
Clinical Chairs at the UNM School of Medicine are proposing the following new faculty title.
The new suggested faculty category is "Clinician Educator." (Attached is a draft of where
this would be inserted into the handbook.)

Clinician Educator - Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, Instructor - a fulltime, non-tenure position for physicians or other professionals who are primarily engaged in patient
care with secondary teaching responsibilities and whose contract is annually renewable contingent
upon available funding. .

The clinician educators (Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, Instructor) would be
governed by all applicable policies in the UNM Faculty Handbook, i.e., sick leave, annual leave,
and promotion.

2/2/93

Draft

r'

1 ·,

CLINICIAN EDUCATOR

Definition of Problem
On the basis of recognized difficulties with faculty appointments on the "V" contract
and staff. app~intments of UCP physicians, the creation of a new faculty appointment
category IS bemg proposed by the School of Medicine to be included in the projected
revision of the UNM Faculty Handbook.
The new suggested category is the "Clinician Educator."
UNM Faculty Handbook (pp. A-27 and A-28)
Professional 'Iitles

:he following professional titles are in use at the University. Tenure is applicable
only with the first category and for Distinguished Professor, and voting rights in the
University faculty are applicable only to full-time appointees in the first two categories - the
four academic ranks and full-time lecturers - as prescribed in the Faculty Constitution (see
pp. A-9-14 of the Handbook.)
Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, Instructor - full-time persons in

these ranks, unless on temporary status or in a teaching position which is expected to lead
to evaluation for tenure; hold tenure or are employed with presumption of tenure; Lecturer
· a full-time or part-time teacher whose appointment does not lead to tenure;
Visiting Professor, Visiting Associate Professor, Visiting Assistant Professor, Visiting
Instructor, Visiting Lecturer _ persons who are employed full-time or part-time on a
temporary basis;

---------------------------------------------------~

Clinician Educator - Professor Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, Instructor -

a full-tim~, non-tenure position for ~hysicians or other p~o!~s~ionals who are prim~y
engaged m patient care with secondary teaching respons1b1ht1es and whose contract 1s
annually renewable contingent upon available funding;

------------------·- --------------------------Adjunct Professor, Adjunct Associate Professor, Adjunct Assist.ant Professor ~~j.un~t
1
nst~ctor - persons with part-time academic assignments whose pnmary respons1b1lity 1s
outside the University;
Clinical Professor, Clinical Associate Professor, Clinical Assistant P~ofess~r, Clinical
1
nstructor - a practicing physician or other professional who volunteers time with a

Page 2

2/2/93 Draft

particular department on a regular basis; the term is also used for selected administrators
of cooperating and collaborating agencies;
Assistant Instructor - an assistant to regular faculty, chiefly in laboratory areas, who

is not a UNM degree candidate;
Clinical Assistant Instructor - an assistant to regular faculty who volunteers time in
laboratory areas,who is not a UNM degree candidate and who does not have an advanced
degree;
Associate - a person affiliated with an academic department;
Honorary Consultant - a specialist who advises a University entity without financial
compensation;
Postdoctoral Fellow - a person engaged in a period of special study and research at

the postdoctoral level.

~/
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TABLE 1

Medical Schools with• Nontenured Faculty Tr-ck for Clinician-Educators. 1986
1 ,ll~S •
Sdiool
41ltliffl3.

Sou,n

41~n,·

.4nzona
(lhfomra. SQuthrm
(lhfomr&. L,; nrHnllv of:

~.:md J

3

2

DaYls

3

Irvine

3
3

SJn Dit!O
Sin Franmco
('uc Wniem R~rve
(lucago Med1c:l.l

C111cago-Pntzl..tr

J
I

s
: :ind J

Al\,n~I contr:i,ts
Annual contracts: utle 2 can be 11ven to tenure and nontenure
track facuh~ : uue J is nclusavely nontenure tract: dafTerena:s an utlcs relate to raeardl nc,ecuuons. whtdl for tnle
2 are less U\an an unmodified title but grater Utan uue 3
Annual contracts
Annual contracu
Muluyear c:ontr:icu: official doc:vmcnts distinguish full-time
from voluntary by the suffix ·tcompensaudl•
Annual conuxu: utle same for pan-ume1volurueer
Annual and mumyear contra.as
Muluyear contr'XIS
Annual letter ot api,ointmmt
Tille is modified by Sllffia •affaJiatc·: muniyear conuacu: utle
same ior voluaiecr
Titles 2 and J difTer in tams of raeardl exueaauons: faculty
W'llh utle 2 c-..n won toward an appoiaunan '"Without
term·

Cinannau
Columbia

:
: :ind J

C'omell

2

Duunouth

2
3

Annual and multi~ lener of appointment
Annual conm.cu: utle 2 has less raean:h expecwions than
unmodified Utle ftaiure tradtl but paur man ulle 3
Faculty members at pnmary teadring hospn&I are rev1eWed
and puttd ~urc of title· or pYeD a nonrmewablt conaxe other facwty members pYCD raicwable annual appaiDtmenl

Duke

Emor,

Georsc Wwunpon
GccqttOWII

minots
Dhnoii. Southcm
Kentucky
Loumana S1att..:..New Orleans
Louwana Statt-Shrnq,on
Lovoia-Su11c11

s
I

•
)

2
3
2

:

I and 2

~lamcnusau
Mnt"er

Miami
Mldlrpn. linl\enny of
Moun, Stn:ii

3

t.nao,a

Annual and multiyar comncu
Annual comnca: tnle same for voluteer
Titlc is suffiud by •diJlical lnldt" -Aanual &IIIX!lnunast
Aamaal comnm: trade asabtisbed for medical &Dd daltal
ldloal:I

Annual contrl&:IS: title same for volwnccr
Annual appointment lcner
Annual contnet: full-time vemis voluatta' ia.cuhy only distinpmbed on oft"icw records
Annual contl'KII
Co11unW111appoanUDC11t
Annual contraas: bdcs I and 2 an be pwn to tcnare and
IIOIIUDUl'C U':ldt f:icw&y; the 110ft1CfflJl"e track is a lftlfflC
1raa wnacn anciuaa iaculty in the oiqory of di111CW1•
educuon
Title is mocuicd by the prm.1 ·medic:IJ scnoot· to rank: annual and muJti~ conuxu
Annual and multiyear conuacu
Annual lcner of appointment
Annual conuacu
Lcuer oi appo1n1menc uue same for pan-ume/volunteer
Oi,cn~ letter or' ~ppointmmt
Annual contracu: 1n official records deslpaied by ·1d1nical
compermttdl•

Ne..Jmev:

Multi~ conu-aru
Muluyear contnCU

L'MDNJ-'.'\"'· Jenev Media.I
l;MDNJ-Robcn Wood John-

son
>irw Yorlr::

SUNY. Broollyn

I

i

3

:ind multiYQr contraca: utle same for pan-ume/volunteer

Annual
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TABLE 1--Continued

<:c'inol
•q;:-,iy.<::.in, l:lrnok
'-unn Ciro11n:i
"lon11 D:iko1a
:-.onhwntem
Ohi0S1.11t
Ont Roberts
Pcnnsy1,·:in1a. Univtrsnv of

T:11~•
3
3
~

1

.a

Pituburgn

3

RochtsttT'
5.11nt Louis Univtmty

~

South C;irolina. Univcnny of

3

Stanford

s

Teus Tech
Tel:Ll. Un1vers11v of:
Dallas 1South~tT'ftl
Gaivmon

1
l

'.oics

,\nnu:il :ind mult1vt:ll' contr:icu: title ume ror volunuer
Muluvt:1.1' contruu: title S3me ror volunteer
Annual contracts
Annual and mumyar 1~1ntments: tuJe same for \'Olun&er:r
Annual contruu: ma1or rcv,ew It rive-ye-ar 1n1tTV111
Annual contracts
Multivear contracu 11 as.sistant prolcuor levd: at higher ltYri.
conunu1n11ppc1n1men1 subJect to ttmunauon ,n aa:ord
wtth established due process procedures
Annual and muluyar contracts: title docs not distinpmh full,.
urne venus volunteer
Annual and mutuynr contracu
Official school documents 1nd1cate the trade by 111 - - after
title

Housu,n
Su Antonio
Tulane

Utah
Vcnnont
Virpnia. Mcdicll Collqc of

'

W1yneS1a1t

Wm Vil'Jln~
· W~n~1n. ~t~ic:il Collqc of
Wi,consan. Umvrnny of

s

s

Annual or ooen~ded contracu: utle docs not dist1na,mil
full-t ime venus votuntttr. chntcal 11rcri1 1s generally
droi,i,ed 1n 1ntcmal commumc:auons. used only on olTICial
appc,1ntment letter or contract
Multivcar and indefinite setVlte appointments: title is modified by tht surfia ·1ctiniaJ1·
Annual appotntmmt
Annual contrxu
Annual contrxu: voluntec-r faculty titles tnclude only dinical
prefix and 12nlt. noc ·of_·
Annual conUKU
Annual contraCtS
Annual conuans: met esublished for medical school ud law
dool
Annual conuxu: title moc11(1Cd by idinic:aJ1· suffix so rut

Two-,ear comnm
Annual and multi~ contnru
Annual contl'KIS: an olTICial doannenu ullc is surnacd by
idinall·
Annual contrae1: newly 1nsu1u1ed track: t1lle bcln1 ~
Annual and mutu~ contrxu
Title is modified by sutfia -1CHS\. • which stands foe dimcai
health sacnca. mulnvar contracu: facuttv mcmoen 1n dlil
trxtt a r e ~ - ~ 1an.1'°10US to tenured facul~I ,n
their -11th vnr. rcsu1un, 1n tem11n.11inn after nintn ~ or
conunucc aooo1n1me111 hut st1U without tenure
"ppc,1n1rncnt -,.11hou11crm • but nOl lcnurcd: dllTcreftuauoa
of trxu stans at associatc prores10r lcvet: orTICial docvmmts 1ndlatc ·1n ct1nical 1rac1t·

• Titltt I-unmodified: 1-<liniol pmi1 10 s~1v. ror e:umplc. :woaatc profmor or' clinical surgay: J-di
Pfflil to r.inlt. for cumc,tc. clin1ol .woaatc prorcsso,: or' sutlff!. ~IC ct1n1ol protcssor or' surgery. OI uaoa&I'
chnlCll c,ro1nsor: ~ u o n spcatied. for r:umc,lc. ~ a t proln.10I" of SUflCtY :11 Mercy H~1t:a1: 5-odicr.

u':· Four schools have elimin:ned the concept
ot faculty tracks while conunumg to confer
tenure. Another .24 schools have provisions
for continuing the appointment of faculty
members denied tenure :itier the stated proh:1t1onary penod. Often a distinction is made
between nontenure appointments and a non!enurc faculty tr.ick. Of the remaining .23 medreal schools Iwnhout a clinici:m-cducatortr.1ck

wd with a tr.idition.il -up or out" tenure
svstem for clinic:il faculty memben). 10 arc
k·nown 10 be among those discussing the es~blishment of such a tr.ick. A funher atiemaU\c
that h:is been introduced or proposed is the
modification of tenure criteria to give gre:itcr
prominence to dinic:il service :ind te:ichans
contrihutions. Bich of these plans rcp1ClCnts
a different solution to the problem aQdcrnic
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FROM THE FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
OF APRIL 10, 1990

Proposed Change in Faculty Senate Bylaws and Faculty Constitution. Professor
Gloria Birkholz took the chair while President Cottrell presented the proposed
change in the Senate Bylaws and Faculty Constitution. He explained that the
Operations Corrmittee believes that the election each year of a president-elect
rather than a vice president would insure continuity in the leadership of the
Senate. The Senate voted to substitute the words "president-elect" for the
words "vice president" wherever they appear in the Bylaws and to approve the
following changes in the Faculty Constitution:
Article
I,
Section
~(d):
Organization
and
Procedures: The members of the Faculty Senate shall
determine how the Senate shall be organized and what
procedures shall be established to carry out the
responsibilities delegated to it by Sec. 6(a) above;
provided, however, that the pre~idin~ -of.?:i-eef- ~~
president and ~ president-elect of the Senate
shall be elected by the voting membership from among
their number;
that the senate term of the president-elect shall
~matically
be---;xt~ded
~
two
years,
.!!.
necessary; and that the Secretary of the University
shall serve as the secretary of the Senate.
The Constitutional changes will be forwarded
Governance for presentation to the Voting Faculty.

to

the

Committee

on
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Room 262 Student Services Center 277-0896

September 10, 1993
TO:

Richard Holder, Associate Provost, Academic Affairs
Members, Dean's Council

.

S)

FROM:

David E. Stuart, Assistant Vice President, Academic A f f ~ '

RE:

Summer School 1993 VS Summer School 1992

~

There are two reports enclosed. The first is a several page narrative summary of
enrollments and summer school programs as recently prepared for the President's
Office. The second, is a two page table "1993 Summer School VS 1992 Summer
School". I am commenting herein on the two tables which constitute the second
report. The first report is self explanatory.
For planning purposes it is useful to note that summer school 1993 cost a bit more
($2,066,769) than summer school 1992 ($1,973,560). In spite of t he increased costs the
number of scheduled courses declined modestly from 746 to 732. The only large
colleges which increased the number of scheduled classes from awarded funds were
Arts & Sciences and Engineering.
Overall, there was a modest drop in headcount and credit hours (see report 1--part of
a national trend) this, coupled with liberalized pay policy for faculty teaching shorter
courses, raised our costs per credit hour from $43. 71 to $46.81. The cost of credit
hours offered has been computed for each program and varies significantly from a low
of $25.00 (Womens Studies, EWDP, Continuing Ed.) to a high of $357.00 (African
American Studies). Small programs rather logically tend to cost more than large
programs per credit hour.
There were significant credit hour declines in the College of Engineering, University
College, General Honors, and Public Administration. These tended to be smaller
programs (except Engineering) where significant statistical differences can be created
by just a few courses. Of the large programs Arts & Sciences lost the fewest credit
hours--evidence of continued strong demand for programs in that college.
A number of programs significantly increased their credit hours (Pharmacy,
Architecture & Planning, Law, Dental Programs), but again these tended to be small
programs where just a few courses overly influence averages.
Compared to the nation and the region, UNM Main Campus was rather stable as a
whole. Next year, with careful planning, we could again see an increase in SCH,
combined with further development of our "magnet" programs. I will ask Deans to
review these data and help us plan efficiently.
disk:eununer\denne.907
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1993 SUMMER SCHOOL vs. 1992 SUMMER SCHOOL (MAIN CAMPUS ONLY)

·:>< ·rl; 1!~

Anderson's School of Mgmt
College of Education

·.

.;.·'.·.

College of Engineering
College of Fine Arts
College of Nursing

181 /
908
89

t:
;::,

.. ::::

120
57

\
:::::

97; :

College of Pharmacy
University College
~ rrchitecture & Planning

ii'

Dental Programs
Public Administration
Women's Studies
Army ROTC

? :/::

Continuing Education
.:\

Summer Writer's Workshop
Southwest Institute
Evening & Weekend Program

TOTALS

105
730
164
208

45

88

5
3

267
40
49
28
13
6
6
3
8
3
6
6
11

35
78
30

/ 6,716 (
.. >::1,303 .
4,836
557
902
305
160..
194
51

n/a

n/a

n/a

46

40

40
5

:1, 158
73

34.

:/l'

African American Studies

241

n/a

1'7'.:::;:
.:.;:; 52 ·

General Honors

1,601

7 .

1.4
19

2
3.

6;:

n/a

7

1993

>{No:;cJ{ ETNo;;tL

64
n/a

43
;·::

TOT AL
SCHED.
CLASSES

4

..:::

School of Law

AL \
SCHEDS )
Cl.ASSES /

ti

146
6
7
56
9
5
39
6
12

21 · ·
;,; 19. ·

t

19!1i

1993

+or

1

If
Arts and Sciences

N:J;

!i!!itll 'i j!f~.

COLLEGE

.·.:. 87 {

4,604
485
839
274
177
87
92
105
65

30%
39%
65%

.. ,::

>·

53%
14%
90%
11%
70%

>ssir
o% L

147

75% <

n/a

.. / n/a .

1,013
89

n/~

n/a

n/c,.

n/a

.·. n/a

n/a

20

19
746

20
732

716
15,477

632
15,027

3,182

20% >

49
110
30

5

2,827

20% t

39
134
28

4

::':\:/:': l992.:/:;:;:/:/;

1993
% SCHEO) \ % SCH ED.
\ CLASSES ){ CLASSES

6,731
1,232

46
4

19 .

? 1;Jij

·.·. 21%
:•.; 71%

· 100%
100%
n/a.

100%
26%

15%
43%
37%
24%
24%
32°/o
9%
100%
86%
5%
89%

UitoTAt

t

1993

TOTAL

:ENROLLJN } ENROLL IN
:'. SCHEDY
SCHED.
•:::· cLASSEs< } CLASSES

/ 5,762<?
1;097)
4,073 ·.·

5,634

484
871
243 ·

399
784
210

.70
189
29 :::::

1,204
3,899

88
87
54

92°/o

22
62

41
56
37
84
26
138

n/a

n/a

n/a

60%
15%
100%

100%
100%
n/a

100%
23%

38 ·

..

. .

73
73 .

.. n/a>
716
13,112

1,013
89
n/a

632
12,741

r·

'··

~

vf
~'

1993 SUMMER SCHOOL vs. 1992 SUMMER SCHOOL (MAIN CAMPUS ONL'
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%CHANGE

,:,

COLLEGE

1992

..

1992

1993

1.992

TOTAL

TOTAL
SCH

AMOUNT
AWARDED

1993

AV~CLASS /. AV.CLASS .

SIZE SCH ED. SIZE SCH ED>\
ONLY
.··
ONLY

.... 24.72 (
29,64 }

Arts and Sciences
Anderson's School of Mgmt

14.86

College of Education

13.82
>: 11 .16 •

College of Engineering

>

:::::

College of Fine Arts

8.10

College of Nursing
College of Pharmacy

5.00
9.94 .

•:.

University College

~

'-l'

Architecture & Planning

14.50

School of law

12.66
12.33
.· h/a

General Honors
Dental Programs
Public Administration

14.00
4.00
20.66..
n/a
•:< 25.17

African American Studies
Women's Studies
Army ROTC
Continuing Education
Summer Writer's Wolkshop

18.2
n/a
37.68

Southwest Institute**
Evening & Weekend Program

n/a..

CAPS
Chicano Studies
Native American Studies
Misc. Unassigned SCH

Totals

··

/

16.00
7.50 ·
6.76
14.50
9.00
13.66
1.00 ··
12.33
14.00
4.33
12.54
n/a
25.32
17.8
n/a
31.6

n/a ,.
n/a

n/a

n/a

Holder's Contingency

<>20,046 .

n/a
17.57

n/a
n/a
17.40

1993

IN TOTAL .

COST
PER SCH

92 ;:- 93 {

· scH

3,601

> 755;110
94,000 ·

830,000
95,000

$38.19 >
$24.84

$41.46
$26.38

'7 4,81

12,028

490,000

495,000

$39.40

$41.15

-3.26

1,486

80,000

64,800

$47.59

$43.60

-11 .6

2,526

2,461

143,000

143,000

$56.61

$58.10

- 2.57

913

678
497

24,000

35,000

$26,28

$51 .62

-25.7

n/a
4,200

n/a
6,670

n/a

n/a
$32.06

22,000

9.71
-69.5
16.8

438
186
124
394
90
359
n/a
3,039

n/a .
' . 86;000 ·'

267
n/a
1,896

25,000
n/a'::.
40000 >
···:-

23.37 <)
26. 75 /. >. ~.7'83
14.60
12,434
9.97 "
1,681

n/a
n/a , ·

•.

sett

1993

AMOUNT
> AWARDED

20,017

453

208
263

684
225
· 410
242
89

n/a. ·.

3,517
219
n/a
2,128
n/a ·

*

24,000

$6.14
$97.77

$121.67

50,000
19,000
10,478 .
33,000

50,000
23,000
11,500
33,000

$102.43
$78.51
$117'.83
$73,82 ·.

$91 .32
$123.65
$92.74
$83.75

31,000

32,300
9,000

$369.04 \
· $46.87 , . .

7.14
86.9 '

n/a
78,000
29,800
16,500
48,000
9,000

n/a
$22.74 /

$357.23
$25.06
n/a
$25.67

nfa..,<

n/a

n/a ...

n/a ,
$}8.4~

n/a
$25.31

n/a, .

n/a .

n/a

n/a.' \
n/a '•

n/a

n/a /
n/a '

n/a

n/a • •

9,000 .

.

. n/a.

n/a

n/a

n/a
n/a

10,000
2;100
3,072
· 38,000

1,314
44,144

n/a
1,973,560

n/a
942

45!151

n/a

:<

· -11 .8

n/a
n/a <·

n/a

. n(~<

n/a

n/a

. . n/a

n/a
$43.71

n/a
$46.81

n/a
33,199
n/a
2,066,769

6.82
-23.1
39.3

*Funded increased numbers of science labs in Summer '93, which reduced credit hours.
**Southwest Institute is co - funded by Albuquerque Academy & its SCH are induded in the colleg/department which lists the classes.
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Room 262 Student Services Center 277-0896
MEMORANDUM

DRAFT
DATE:

· August 13, 1993

TO:

Judy Jones, Executive Assistant to President

FROM:

David E. Stuart, Assistant Vice President, Academic Affairs
Richard Holder, Associate Provost

RE:

Summer School 1993

In the summer of 1993 enrollments and headcount on the main campus at UNM
declined modestly from Summer 1992. In 1993, there were 9,071 students enrolled
compared to 9,177 the previous year for a decline of 1.16% in headcount. Student
credit hours declined 2.23% from the prior year. Students took marginally fewer
credit hours. These figures need to be considered in light of regional and national
data for Summer 1993.
After consultation with the National Association of Summer Schools, we have learned
that an average range of enrollment loss was -5% to -25%, with a rough national
average (still formally being computed) at-8% to 10%! Our various branches,
collectively, lost 4% in headcount. In light of these broader trends, UNM main
campus did quite well in Summer 1993!
We also did well on an historical basis, since headcount had fluctuated between 8,800
and 8,900 students in summer session on main campus for many years. In short,
even though we would have liked to have continued to build enrollments this
summer, we held on to recent gains whereas many others in the region and nation
did not.
We believe that our growing number of "magnet" summer programs are one reason
we are doing so well. Some of the more important magnet programs are as follows:

disk:August 13, 1993
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1. "Arts in the Americas" . This program created and coordinated by the
College of Fine Arts includes Music, Theater, Dance, and Visual Arts focusing
on cultures of the Americas (the Hispanic theme is strong). This program has
drawn much attention to UNM summer programs and to the College of Fine
Arts. There have been numerous positive print reviews in regional media.
This program is a winner!

2. Summer Writer's Workshop . Now in it's third season, this workshop (a
special project of the Provost 's offi ce/D. Stuart) is a multidiscipliniary program
shared between English, Communication & Journalism, and Honors. This
summer 116 students pa rticipated in workshops offered by six authors (four
New Mexicans) all of whom ha d won na tional awards for their writing. The.r e
is enormous interest in this program and students want us to expand it. Next
year we hope to bring Penny Mar shall , Hollywood Producer/Actor and a
graduate of UNM!
3. French and Germa n Summer Schools at Taos. These programs are now a
number of years old. They immerse students in the language, literature, and
culture, simultaneously. This is done in a "field" setting where distractions are
few. Pedagogically, these programs are very highly regarded.
4. Guanajuato Law Program and Architecture Programs. These two separate
programs take students to Mexico and enable both North American and
Mexican scholars to cooperate in the educational enterprise. As such, these
programs both promote the theme of a "University for the Americas". We
predict that these programs will grow over the next several years.
5. Honors/Connexiones. This is a program in the Honors College which
involves both Spanish language and cultural instruction in Mexico. UNM
students are given a "summer abroad". Most of this year's activity took place
in Jalapa, Mexico. As such, this progr a m also promotes "A University for the
Americas''.
6. Summer Field Geology Program. This program of the department. of
Earth and Planetary Sciences put students in both lecture and field settings for
Junior and Senior undergraduate students from both UNM and ~th~r..
universities. Given the excellence of the department and the sohd imtial
coordination of this program, we expect it to grow and be better supported in
the future. For the moment we consider it an "emerging" magnet summer
Program.
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There are other excellent summer programs at UNM such as the African-American
Institute, Water Resources Institute (Public Administration), and the Anthropology
Department's Field Schools, but the ones listed above may not be familiar to
everyone, so are briefly described herein.
Our overall strategy for summer school is to offer a balanced combination of service
courses (relieves pressure from Fall and Spring semesters), combined with truly
excellent magnet programs which r efl ect th e s peci a l character and strengths ofUNM .
Two years of applying this strategy is only a start. But in those two years, UNM
summer session has grown from 4th largest to 3rd largest of ten regional Ph.D.
granting public university program s , a nd is curre ntly out-ranked in size only by ASU
and U of A.

DES/dmm
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To: Bill MacPherson
From: Rob Schwartz and Bill Zimmer
Re: Legislator education proposal
Date: 17 September 1993
As you suggested last week, we are submitting to you our proposal for a plan
to encourage individual members of the faculty to educate legislators about the
University of New Mexico. Our plan would take volunteer faculty members and assign
them to individual legislators, with the charge that they educate those legislators about
the University. While such education is indistinguishable from lobbying, in one sense,
we propose that those who participate would not be asked to pursue any particular
agenda; i.e., they would not be representative of the University administration, the
faculty senate, their department or program, or anything else. We also propose that
the faculty members engaged in this project generally meet their legislators outside of
the legislative session, when it will be possible to focus on developments at the
University rather than anyone's agenda for a legislative session. Finally, we propose
that any faculty member who wishes to participate in this program be invited to do so,
and that we impose absolutely no restrictions on the form or content of any
participant's encounters with legislators. While this program may attract some
irresponsible participants, and while it surely will attract many faculty members who
disagree with us (and with each other), we believe that it will be worth it.
The premise behind the proposal is that the legislature does not fully
understand the extraordinary value that the University offers to the state, and that a
free, open, and uncontrolled relationship between legislators and faculty will help them
develop that understanding. Further, an individual legislator is more likely to develop
trust in a faculty member with no agenda other than doing good geology (or whatever)
than in a paid emissary from the University administration, and this program would
allow faculty members to develop their relationships with legislators over many years.
While the University has had fine lobbyists, no one can provide the explanations and
the attention that can be provided through a one-on-one faculty-legislator interaction.
In essence, this proposal is based on the belief that an honest account of the activitles
of the University -- showing its warts along with its more handsome features -- will
develop support for the University as an institution, and for programs generally widely
supported by the faculty.
The University administration has not approved this project, and we cannot be
sure that it will provide all of the resources that we believe that it should. A list of the
administrative resources necessary to carry off this program appears in the attached
letter, which we will send to all faculty members at the University if this proposal is
accepted by the faculty senate and the administration. While we do not need any
senate or administrative approval to carry out this plan, or course, we are n?t. cap?ble
of doing the work without considerable administrative support, and the adm1nrstrat1on,
appropriately, is not interested in reviewing the proposal unless it has been approved
by the faculty senate.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF REPORT
I.

INTRODUCTION
A. Background

On May 26-27, 1992, letters of tennination were given to the three directors in charge of
the African-American, American Indian and Hispanic Student Services Centers at the University
of New Mexico (please see Appendix A for a copy of the three letters). At the same time, a
reorganization was announced which proposed to consolidate the three ethnic student centers into
one Multicultural Student Assistance and Counseling Center. This decision was made by the
UNM administration without eonsulting with the program directors, students, faculty, nor
community members associated with each Center.
The decision to release the directors and consolidate the centers was announced during
the break between the spri~- and summer semesters, when the great majority of students were
not present on campus. The controversial event brought students, community and tribal leaders
together to rally and protest the administration's action.
An organization of students, faculty, staff, and community members -- known as the
Southwest Coalition on Equity and Justice and the United Student Action Movement -- pressured
the administration to place the reorganization on hold for one year (please see Appendix B for
for copies of news stories published at the time of the protest). An Ethnic Centers Review
Committee was formed to study, review and make recommendations to improve and strengthen
each Center. In announcing the delay, UNM President .Richard E. Peck said:

We believe that development of a Multicultural Student Assistance and Counseling
Center is the best way to organize support services for minority students, but the
plan was not what it should have been. We have listened to the concerns that
have been expressed since the decision was announced, and we have learned.
Vice President Zuniga Forbes and I are suspending the reorganization for one
year so that there can be a more thorough review of the impact of the
reorganization plan and consideration of alternatives. During this time the three
ethnic student center directors will continue in their current .capacities. We need
to move forward to recover the rrust and support of the multiple constituef_lcies we
serve. I am confident that we can accomplish this.
Members of the Ethnic Centers Review Committee were nominated by the Centers'
respective student and community constituencies and appointed by the Vice President for Student
Affairs (please see Appendix C for a copy of President Peck's statement).
Following the release of this Interim Repo~ the Ethnic Centers Review Committ~ will
meet with the UNM administration in an open, public meeting on Monday, September 27, 1993,
at 5:30 p.m. in the Dean of Students Conference Room to discuss the administration's response
to the Report.

B. Charge to the Review Committee
Members of the Ethnic Centers Review Committee were directed to fulfill th following
assignment:

1.

Evaluate the services and assistance that the three ethnic center
currently provide to the stQdents they serve;

2.

Review available information and develop recommendation on how
to strengthen and improve the types of student ervices currentlv
provided by the African American, American Indian and Hi pani.
Student Services Centers;

3.

Develop recommendations for the role of the ethnic student rvi
centers in providing liaison activities with their communities to
students; and

4.

Present a vision of ethnic student services at UNM in the futur .

Members of the Ethnic Centers Review Committee considered the following que tion in
responding to the charge:
What are the service needs of African American, American Indian and Hispanic
students that must be met in order for these students to achieve succe in the
University? How can these needs be met?
How might the effectiveness and quality of services be improved?
What should be the primary functions -of ethnic s~-~ent services centers?

.
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What administrative arrangement anc:r program model(s) best meet the short- and
long-range student" · service needs of the students, University and general
communities?
How can we best coordinate, throughout the campus, the student services provided
to African-American, American Indian and Hispanic students?
What kinds of linkages and relationships should the centers develop with academic
units?
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What are the roles of the African-American Studies; Chicano Studies and ati e
American Studies 'programs in meeting the identified needs of the ~tudents: Ho
should these efforts be coordinated· with African-American, Amencan Indian and
Hispanic·Student Services?· ' . ' .~;. ... : ·. .. ' ~
•I
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How can we assure continuing assessment of the ethnic services students need in
nn1r.r tn c:nccP.t"ii?
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C. Cultural Diversity Revisited
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enhance the ability to make a particular contribution to a larger collective
enterprise. (1991)

It is the position of this Ethnic Centers Review Committee that at UNM the African
American, American Indian and Hispanic Student Services Centers bridge the ch~m between
minority interests and white understanding in hopes of improving the performance and persistence
of students of color. To eliminate any one or all of the Centers is to deny the stated mission of
UNM to serve the educational needs of the citizens of the state and m~tion.
II.

CAMPUS CLIMATE

The University of New Mexico climate is one that warrants change. Relations between
the University administration and the minority student population and community at-large have
suffered a severe blow as a result of the attempt by the University to consolidate the three ethnic
centers into one center a year ago. As· a direct result of these actions, the level of trust and
competency engendered hytltis administration's goals and objectives have been brought into
question.
African American, American Indian and Hispano/Chicano interests should be of vital
concern to the matters of this administration and its overall objectives. The view of the Ethnic
Centers Review Committee is that the University of New Mexico administration has failed to live
up to its responsibility to improve relations between the University's majority and minority
populations. ·· It is our view as constituents of the African American, American Indian and
Hispano/Chicano communities that the attitude toward students of color on the University campus
can generally l?e described as contemptuous.
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University.commitment to pro-vide resources in the areas of recruitment and retention of
young African Americans, American Indians and H1spanos/Chicanos within the state and nation
has been lacking. Often times;UNM ·has boasted about its statistics, pointing out its enrollment
figures to demonstrate :-an effectiveness in' addressing issues of diversity and cross-cultural
relations. However, it is clearly 'disingenuous to promote gerteralized statistics on the one hand
and ignore or even reject sincere efforts to improve the campus climate on the other hand. The
low priority of effective retention strategies for students of color is suggested by the poor
retention and persistence rates demonstrated by the tables in Appendix D. Improving relations
begins with providing an atmosphere that promotes a respect for diversity of ideas, perspectives
and cultures. A genuine commitment from a caring administration renders support in areas such
as recruitment, academic scholarships, ·grant-based financial aid, a~d effective retention strategies.
It is the belief of members of this Review Committee that a traditional political
philosophy - "the greatest good for the greatest number" -- is the practice that the University
follows when it comes to addressing the needs of students of color. Such a philosophy will on~y
result in a continous pattern of discrimination and bias toward minority groups. The Ethmc
Centers and other student support services should not be based upon :the' population of
1 n r.
"minorities•ir,lbut -ra'dier :u·pon ·t11e:11cedSliof·thc •membets·'of·th6~'group_s. :
For man·v African American. American Tnrli:m ~nrl Hisn:inn/rhir:tnn c:tnrirntc: :trRrit"mir
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urvival at predominantly white institutions is an uphill battle as the social climate tends to
alienate students of color, and cultural and language barriers make it difficult to seek personal
or academic assistance. A haven in hostile territory or a means of enlarging cultural self.
knowledge, ethnic centers provide those in need with academic help, moral support or the
omfort of knowing they are not the only one experiencing bone-shaking culture shock. Clearly,
ethnic centers can play an-important- role in improving the educational achievement of students
f color.

goals as the respon~1·b·1·t
1 1 y o f the African American Student Services Center and critical to the
success of its constituents:
1.

To promote cultural diversity and understanding.

2.

To assist African American students with completing various applications,
e.g., for scholarships, employment, financial aid, etc.

3.

To monitor the academic performance of ~l Plan B African American
students and those below 2.0 GPA cumulative.

4.

To assist in the recruitment and retention of African American students.

5.

To provide academic skills workshops, e.g., writing labs, reading labs,
computer labs, etc.

6.

To provid~ t~tJrial services in academic content areas.

7.

To provide study skills workshops, e.g., note-taki ng, timemanagement, etc.

8.

.
ksh
d forums pertaining to health-related issues, e.g.,
To
palrov1bde
woalr
hooplsanand
drug abuse' healthy personal relationships, etc.
~~
aure,· ro

9.

To make timely referrals to appropriate UNM departments and programs.

drrector _was faced _with the task of rebuilding trust and confidence on campus and in the

10.

To prov.ide quality academic advising.

co":"1umty; developing
cumcuI
d admini" a new
· service support system for Black students·' building a new faculty,
. um an
Strative stnicture for the After School Academy program; and rebuilding
the fat th IUld..confidence of B~ students in the Center as a place that held ,their best interests

11.

To provide career development

at heart 1:hls ~ad to be done wtth a very minimal operating budget Three specific problem

12.

To provide graduate school information.

ar~ were identified in 1985 as a result of surveys and interviews condueted to determine student
needs:.
l) lack and/
of Black faculty
anervdi3ce
) lack
of cultural
·al b and professional staff-• 2) social and cultural isolation;

13.

III.

AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENT SERVICES CENTER
A. History

The Afro-American (later African American) Studies Program was established as part of
the Ethnic Studies Programs component of the University of New Mexico in June 1970. During
that first year, the program offered two courses: the Black Experience and Afro-American
History. In addition, the program fonnulated plans for future campus and community workshops
and seminars, Black festivals, tutoring services for students from elementary through university
levels, and a recreation program for community children who lacked adequate local facilities.
A major goal, set early in the program's existence, was to achieve departmental status for AfroAmerican Studies.

In October, 1980, a new director was appointed at the Afro-American Center/Student
Seivices Division, still administered through the Afro-American Studies Program. The Center
had been em?roiled in an intense period of struggle and conflict with the University just prior
to the new director's appoin,tment With the responsibility for developing and managing two
p~ograms - Afro-Amencan Student Services and the Summer After School Academy- the new

or SOC1

· To provide computers and typewriters.

ackgrounds that included University experience..
14.

To develop and maintain a test file.

15.

'or African American students.
.
To serve as a 1.uuson
1,

B. M~ion

person:~ :ri~a,n American Stu~ent Services Center provides counseling - both academic and
at-large in'ormruati1~enbotand retention services, fonnal links to the African American corrunamty
• ,,
on a ut programs f
·a1 ·
· us
comrac1en·e· The Ce nter seeks to Oh specith interest to African American students, and seno
· an
students at the University of -N ~ ~ce e sc~olastic experiences of,all African ~menalc
_
cw exico and assist them in completing their acaderruc go s.
------··-- -- - ·- ··- ·-C! T
.
· ,... ,
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GoaJs

·

··

f culty,~:~do~~uri~ty
""~can Student S~;:_;i~<i;;~~co~~;;;~,';(u&Jlg ~den~.
d
'
m members at Jar ·
· · to an
ac cmically and culturally rew d"
- _ge, m promoting an environment conducive .
ar: •ng expenence as is possible, have identified the following

16.
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To establish a mentor/peer counselor program.

17.

To seek outside funding and support through grants and individual and
corporate donations.

18.

· system ofall students served at the
To develop a credible documentation
Center.

19.

.: . mandatory advisement fo~ all Afri
To establish
. can American stude·nts with
less than a 2.0 GPA (enforced by reg1strauon hold).

6,
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20.

21.

.1.6 u

7
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To perfonn_ community ou_treach, e.g., co-sponsoring Manin Luther Kin
Jr. celebration events, Afncan American Student Day y
h Le
~·
c ~
· ··
• out
adersh1p
on erence_, v1s1t1ng area schools, encouraging and patronizing Bl kowne~ businesses, support participation in church functions, host B:;ck
Expenence program, Campus Pals, and Sununer Bridge Program.
To develop a resource library.

D. Budget
The 1993-94 budget for African Americ S
.
.
involves support for: a program director and an ~u?ent _Servic:s is $~7,382. This budget
salary contingency for a pennanent dir to han admirustranve assistant (mcluding an $11,297
and approximately $2 000 in s 1· ec dr, w en and if hired); two to three work study students·
•
upp ies an expenses.
'
. .
Because this and previous budgets have h d
remain within our budgeted ·d lin . . . a very severe restnctions, and because we must
·pn e es, 1t 1s virtually
·
'bl
problem with the agressiveness eeded
.·
unposs1 e to attack the student retention
Monies alloted to supplies and
nsesto ~~rove UNM's minority achievement statistics.
frugally guarded so as to last thr pe h within our budget must be .carefully watched and
guideli~es, but our meager budget l:tso:h:e fiscal year. Ce~ly there must be budget
for Afncan American students Th
b
could be a very pos1uve and rewarding program
·
ese
udget
con
speaker or program involvement
.1
straints are extremely difficult since any one
.
can easi Y cost more than several thousands of dollars.
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The limited budget outlined above d
progr~s. In order to achieve its tar ed oes not support .viable recruitment and retention
Arnencan students the Ethnic C
gRet . goals and to provide effective services for African
and
1·
enters eview Commit
supp ies and materials for the African A .
tee proposes a $69,620 increase in staff
mencan Student Services. Center.

African Ameri
s
can tudent Services ·Center
Recommended Budget Increase
Personnel
Student Advisor Ill (l)
Counselor (I)
Gradµate Assistant (1)
Counselors (3; work-study)

$23,700
27,997
8,000
4,320
$64,017

~:i

General Expenses and S

.

upph~

Furniture-- -·-··---- ---- - .
Remodeling
Office Supplies
··Copy.Machine Scrvicin . . ,. . •
Student Travel (t
g
. . . ."··,.... .
d
o conferences and
an other cultural events)

-

$ ·'800

5,000

500
. . 1,(j()() . -.' .

1,000

Staff Development (travel, registration
fees, etc.)
Newsletter (duplicating and postage;
four issues)
Subscriptions to culturally-specific
books and magazines, other publications)
Cultural and social events
Educational videotapes (culturally-specific)
Computers (2) and computer service contract
Educational computer software
Total

500
200
2,500
200
$15,800

Total Personnel and General Expenses and Supplies

$79,817

2,000
1,000
500

*As a joint effort of the African American, American Indian and Hispanic Student
Services Centers, we propose to jointly purchase ·or lease a large capacity copier and fax
machine. Expenses include:
.

---

Copier
Maintenance
FAX machine
Total

$4,000
1,600
1,017
$6,617

Divided among the three centers, please add $2,206 to the Total Personal and General
Expenses and Supplies amount noted above.

IV.

AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENT SERVICES CENTER

A. History·
The University of New Mexico Kiva Club·student organization was founded in 1952 to
~rovide cultural activities and support services to UNM American Indian students and to discuss
issues affecting enrolled students representative of many different tribal nations. Eighteen years
later, the UNM administration established an. academic unit to design curricular components
rel~ted to American Indian history and other academic topics pertinent to serving Ameri~an
Indian communities. Native American Studies is the academic component _of the Nanve
American Studies Center.
American Indian Student Services (AISS) was established during the 1979-80 academic
Year as Part of an administrative reorganization affecting all ethnic student programs at ~ ·
The student ~rv~~ and ~cademi~.compo_nents of the programs were separated,._witlt the adadenuc
component assigned to the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, and the student
services component assigned to :thc·office of the Vice President·f~r Stude.n f ~ffairs.
•

•

•

I

The student services program components· were physically moved_d~ng the _1985-86
academic Year to ·Mesif'Vista 1Hallto.·6e,in'clttsei" proximity 'tcf related stucieHf setvices program~.
Many of the various student organizations serving minority students arc housed in the ethmc
~ .. ui
· .. or ·~ ... . ~ 1....
...I - - " '
n,,p,Pnt C:Prvirpc: rPntPrc: in MPc:~ Vic:t~ u~11 Th .. l(i"~ r1 .. h ""nttn

--------·0

n-
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the years. as it responds to the needs of American Indian students at U NM. It is housed d
·
f h Amencan
·
Ind'1an S tudent Services
·
are
1 part o t e
Center. The annual Kiva Club Ni.zhoman
· Week
.
.
celebraung cultural and educational activities has been extended to a full week of progr
·

IG

8.

Encourage American Indian students to develop better communications
with financial aid counselors, tribal higher education counselors and
scholarhip program officers to keep them better informed of changes in
policies related to American Indian scholarship opportunities.

9.

Continue involving the existing Advisory Committee to American Indian
Student Services for its missions of advocacy, information dissemination
and programming, and liaison on matters concerning American Indian
students on campus.

10.

Continue assisting and consulting with the UNM Ethnic Centers Review
Committee on matters concerning American Indian students on the UNM
campus.

11.

Establish frequent communicative link with specialized programs for
Amercian Indian students at UNM.

12.

Continue to work with the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs
to assist in the development of new American Indian initiatives on the
UNM campus.

amnung.

B. Mi~ion
The purpose of the American Indian Student Services Center is to recognize and
h ed
. al
serve
t ~ . ucat1on and cultural needs of American Indian students on campus, relative to the overall
m1 s1on st~te_men~ promulgated by the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs and the
UNM admm1stratlon.

C. Targeted Goals
. Members of the Ethnic Centers Review Committee aff~ their commi~~ent to support
the improv~ment of the services provid~ to enrolled and prospective American Indian students.
The Comrrut~ also stresses the importance of having the UNM administration and the Board
of Regents available to ~o~;ilt with appropriate UNM students, tribal entities and community
·
·
members on any changes anticipated In dd. ·
.
.
·
a 1t1on, the Ethmc Centers Review Committee
endorses the tnbal natlons in their eff rts t d l
·
,
.
.
.
o
o eve op therr students capabilities and professional
expertise. Members have identified the£O11 ·
al
·
Indi' an Stude t S .
C
owmg go s as crucial to the· success of the American
n erv1ces enter:
1.

2.

3.

Provide
·
· of existing
. . academic retention efforts
.
. the means for contmuat10n
mvolvmg targeted students.
Assist students to achieve academic
undergraduate and graduate degrees.
.

Success

through

D. Budget
The American Indian Student Services Center budget for 1993-94 is $60,305. This
includes personnel expenses for one professional (the director), one support staff (clerical
s~ialist V), and one work-study student employee; and $3,746 for progr~ operatio~ c?sts
which includes supplies, postage, telephone, fax and photocopy, equipment.maintenance, pnntmg,
travel, etc. These expense categories have remained at approximately the same si_nce 1986. The
UNM administration provided a · special, one-time allocation · for admustments m the areas of
personnel to ·i clude additional hiring of peer mentors during · th·e 1992-93 fiscal year. . An
additional ·amount of $100 was added to the the general expenses line to cover postal services
costs.

obtaining

s

Enhance the American I di - ·
d
·· ·
·
··
··
for American Indian
n an t~ ent. S~rvice Center's role of advocacy
.on realistic solutions s~dents
ide~tifymg problematic areas and,acting
within th
.
. lll ~olvmg difference or conflicts that may arise
e uruvers1ty conununity.
·

br

4.

5.

On-going consultati~~ ~ith · ·
;_· · . · ·
·
team, f
. · vanous Goordinators, students mental health
·
·
or purpose ·of 1dentif ·
members might provide for thymg s~ific ~utreach services the team
e Amencan Indian student popula~on.

Following an examination of reports and related materials, the Ethni~ Cent~rs Review
Committee recommends the following budgetary increase to meet the ever-mcreasmg student
traffic and needs within the American Indian Student .Services program areas:

The American Indian Student S .
ervices Center will continue to increase
college, community f 1
and P~nt participation for the betterment of
pre-college students'
·
cir learning capabilities.
. .

;~u:'.

6.

a Pan witnthc lJNM A

· :··
_ ·
nd~rson <:'raduate_Scfioof of Management
students recruited s~ccessf ~enuc · advisement to ensure that graduate
'..!'' iuo . i '
i
u y complete the MBA program.
.
VISC

in providing support and a

irl1

7•

r,_

\....U

. '·

'

'

II l,")t~ ·(tln -... . ._,
"

..

'f

..,

,

! ;f :"F ll:"l

~

~

··

ntmue to strengthen the rela . . ,. ...iJ:;, ,1 iL) ~.f nq '··: ; 1v •· ;1. ]<;·,t,m7. ".111 '
Health Center, the Indian H tionshi~ established·between UNM Student
ealth Services and the Tribal Health Programs.

American Indian Student Services Center
Recommended Budget Increase
-- -

Personnel
Program Specialist II
Academic Advisor III
- · · Financial Aid Advisor .. ·
· ~ :·. · •·, L · • •
.. '·;·Pccr"Men\ors (2;1\vork-study) ..,,~·· ·:
Total

$27,997

23,700
... · · .. :: .: 24,500
. .••. , . , ,•111

·i;!~

,·4,200

$80,397

•

/l'

t"

I

•

1
ll

General Expenses and Supplies•
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Computer and printer (2)
Typewriters (4)
Renovation of existing office space
Total

$ 3,800
3,200
2,000
$ 9,000

Total Personnel and General Expenses and Supplies

$89,397

*As a joint effort of the Afric
.
Services Centers, we propose to 'ointlan Amencan, American Indian and Hispanic Student
machine. Expenses include:
J
y purchase or lease a large capacity copier and fax
Copier
Maintenance
FAX machine
Total

--

$4,000
1,600
1,017
$6,617

Divided among th hr
·
,
Expenses d
e ·t ~ centers, please add $2.206
an upplies amount noted abo ve.
to the Total Personal and General

s .

V.

HISPANIC STUDENT SERVICES CENTER
A. History

loads and financ ial aid could be offered, as well as biling ual tutors and
I .- T
d
.
.
counse or...
0
d ·
gra uatrng stu .ents, career c~u~selmg and soc1aVcultural activities could be offered. Additional
targeted goals mcl~de es~bhshmg cooperative relationships with other university departments
(please see Appendix E) m order to draw upon all available resources organize a viable alumn·
1
network, and provide services for:
'
1.

Orientation program for Hispano/Chicano students and fami lies.

2.

Academic advising and personal counseling.

3.

Financial aid advisement

4.

Tutorial services.

5.

Job readiness and career planning.

6.

7·

Create a network of Hispano/Chicano community support and employment
-services.

8.

Advocate for Hispano/Chicano student interests as recipients of UNM's
educational resources.

9.

Expand Center services in order to increase student use.

10.

Suppon and enhance positive cultural identity.

.

Since ,,1969, His ani
·
. .
. ~. ,
students on the UNM p c Student Services has
;
.
the office,
campus. . ~ the begirutiri ·
provided · assistance to Hispano/Chicano
2) to dev:i:~~ g~als. w~re: 1) to suppon
of th: ~ Chicano Studies program,
underserved;
· ' ·, 3)
p to Institutional -com,.,..,:t,,.,
·
·
ulturaI
..... u:l~·,ent . to the Hi · identity
· . and presence on campus·'
make a continuall create .a ne_tw~~ among students
spano/Chicano population , that was
Chicano Student / e~olvmg Pl.an to_meet.student , : f , .fa(?ulty, and conununity; and 4) to
ervices and then, in 1986 ·i·t·
n
· . The program was later changed to
, was renamed H'
.
.
ispan1c Student Services.

;~~;';:1

B. M~ion
. The PUiposc of the a·
.
firs t-time HisP.ano/Chi
ispan1c Student Servic
.
.
generation coliege st :,no students. In this case "fies ~en1:r is to recruit, retain and graduate
backgrounds. The ~eents, non-traditional stud;ntsIrst-time refers to incoming freshmen, firstHispano/Chicano stud nter assumes broad leade~sh .~~ students from working-class and rural
retention of these st dents by providing pro~..... Ip m the area of applied research about
u ents at ul'..n
o• ... us and se '
•
1,1V1.
rvices which are necessary for the
6

wil ~=~

C. Targeted GoaJs

-------- --

. . .. Two major ob· ·
· ·
·
·
v1s1b1hty, Which
of the Hispanic Student S
.
.
.
between students and a,...~ cc .the promotion of the C erv1ces Cen~qtr~ to increase-the Center's
pro ·d
-uemic d
enter
d
·· · ·· -· ,..,,. · ·
vi e are vinually limit!
epanments on c
' an to establish an improved ·rapport
ess. To first-time stud ampus.. ~e services which the Center could
• • • • • - - -- ents, adv1sin g on many JeveJs, such as on cJass

Create a resource network of academic, financial, health, and social
services within the University for Hispanics.

Finally, the Hispanic Student Services Center continues to work at establishing short- and longrange goals for the office, as well as to create a personal Hispanic plan for UNM 2000 (please
see Appendix F).
Of the 6,000 UNM Hispanic students, there are about 750 fir st-year students. A realistic
ass_umption is that not all 750 first-year students require one-on-one assistance. A more realistic
es~imate, however, is that 375 first-year students may need assistance. This· is 50% of the
pnmary group which needs more concentrated assistance. Unfortunately, a staff of one director,
one ~dministrative assistance, and three to four work-study students will not suffice. In order to
provide an efficient and effective student services office, the Center should have an increase in
Staff as well as a larger Center, though we recognize that it may not be feasible to enlarge the
Center at this time.
We do, however, need to increase the Center's staff and resources. Our immediate need
.
rs to bring on board ~paid counselors. Each counselor ·c ould be responsible for.different
as~ts of the Center requTring major attention. For example, one counselor would be m charge
?f implementing a peer counseling group made up of upper-level Hispanic students who co_uld
tn tum work with ten or more incoming students a semester. This would better allocate monies,

r

t

0
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teach students responsibiities and the trickle-down effect comes into play w
Id 1
..
·
I
.
.
e cou a so ut1hze
b1·1 rngua
tutors, better equipment such as computers, library resources, y CR• s ta
calculators.
' pe recorders and

. Current!~, the director is responsible for participating in recruitment. The Ethnic Centers
Review Committee recommends that the director allocate at least 1001 of h"s/h
·
70
·
R
·
i er time to
rec~1tment.
etention sh?uld be the Center's primary responsibility and that mission should
receive about 30% of the drrector's and total Center's time The ·de tifi u·
d
d· ·
.
·
1 n 1ca on, eve 1opment and
~oor mauon ?f paid staff and volunteers should require 5% of the director's and total Ce t ,
time. Promotion of the Center's services is lacking as well as the activities that promote
:arenes~.has ~bout 5% 0 ~ the Center's time. The remaining 50% of the director's time should
spent irectmg, promotmg and evaluating the Center activities.

14

*As a JOtnt effort of the African American, American Indian and Hispanic Student
Services Centers, we propose to jointly purchase or lease a large capacity copier and fax
machine. Expenses include:
Copier
Maintenance
FAX machine
Total

cu~:~

D. Budget Summary
The 1993-94 budget for th H"
· S
.
reflects support for- a ro
~ ispamc tud~nt Services Center is $68,167. This budget
and $1 839 in s ·li · p ·d ~ ector and a clencal specialist VII; four work-study students·
•
upp es an expenses.
'
.
.
The Ethnic Centers Review Conunitt h .
for the Hispanic Student Serv·ces C
1ee erem rec~mmends an unmediate budget increase
and other related materials ~at
~nter. t ~as detenruned through an examination of reports
necessary.
an increase m both personnel and general expense items are

Hispanic Student Services Center .
Recommended Budget Increase

$24,500
23,700
27,997 ·
16,000
10,400
$102,597

,.>

'

-~r, . .

$ 3,000

,, ' • , .. .,, . JJ, • •

•••

Total Perso

nn

el

J

..,,

!

• •

·
•

l

.

-..IJ>"-<i . .~. !, •;:...
!
.. , , . . . .

12,500
2,000
5,000
: :. . .

·..... 35,000 .; "·

·$57,500· ·
and General E

xpenses and Supplies

CONCLUSION

The University of New Mexico has yet to demonstrate a keenness for understanding the
parallel and intersecting issues which impact upon an authentic expression of cultural diversity.
As Jay A. Conger puts it: increasing diversity is not simply an ethnic issue, it's a cognitive one
as well (The Brave New World of Leadership Training). The obvious fact that the decision to
consolidate the three ethnic student services centers into one center was formed out of the
perspective of a select few, who did not include input from those most affected by the decision,
contradicts the very nature of cultural diversity.

A. Recommendations
1. All three centers should be provided to serve the special needs and interest of
students from African American, American Indian and Hispano/Chicano
backgrounds. Although other services are available for ALL students in_ general,
the university's commitment to the success of ethnic minorities at UNM will be
enhanced by providing quality programs and services directly through the three
ethnic centers.

Professional Development
and training for student staff
omputers, software, Printers
Computer maintenance and
.
Student Travel (to confi
supplies
crcnces and
and other. cultural eve )
· .,, th~pacc rcnov.jlti.0 , •
n~
.,.-,
n....
T
' "' , J
,
Otal
. ,. . < • ' "-'"

VI.

Listed below are the recommendations of the Ethnic Centers Review Conunittee for the
role of the ethnic student services centers at the University of New Mexico.

General Expenses and Supplies•

C

Divided among the three centers, please add $2,206 to the Total Personal and General
Expenses and Supplies amount noted above.

It is unfortunate that the efforts of the UNM administration have resulted in further
alienation of minority students from the life of the university community. Our own intention
here, and one we commend to University administrators, is simply to promote the development
of all students-_as responsible citizens and future leaders working to resolve the concerns of our
respective communities and society at-large.

Personnel
Financial Aid Advisor
Academic Advisor Ill
Program Specialist II
Graduate Assistants (2)
Work-study students (8)
Total

$4,000
1,600
11017
$6,617

• l •' '

. :,

2. Adequate funding to staff the Centers is critical. Each center should have
additional funding to hire graduate assistants and student mentors/peer counselors
to assist in developing and implementing new programs and work to meet the
individual needs of students. Additionally, increased funding is needed for
supplies and other espenses essential to providing adequate programs and
activities.

$160,097
. . . . . . . ._ __:_3::_:_·_

------------

The Centers need to become more active:lv involvt-fi

in

thP rPrmitmPnt

.Q{

)

1
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programs at UNM through the Office of Stud n O
.
grad~ate students, peer counselors and others s~o~ld utre~ch Serv1c~s. D~ectors,
recnutment events, i.e., college fairs hi h
. _be mvolved d1rectly m local
incorporated into out-of stat . . '. g school v1s1ts, etc. Directors should be
.
- e v1s1tat1on days and tra ve 1 with
· Student Outreach
recnuters.
.
4. University
of New Mexico admi mstrators
·
should
Ethme
Centers Review Committee. Th. t II
nam~ a sec?nd phase of the
UNM administration to adopt the o~s o ow-~p ~omnutte~ will_work with the
Report and jointly develop
F gal s and obJectlves outlined m this Interim
Committee. This process w~ md Report of ~e Ethnic Centers Review
communication between the th .en eavor to establish more positive lines of
. .
e me student centers, th e1r
· const1tutenc1es
·
. and the
UNM administration.

November 1, 1993
TO:

Members of the UNM Faculty Senate

FROM:

B~ r a Tomas, Office of the University Secretary

SUBJECT:

November Meeting

~~~
h
~

The UNM Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday, November 9, 1993 from
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Approval of the Agenda

2.

Summarized Minutes of October 12, 1993

3.

Senate President's Report -- Professor Bel
Campbell
a. committee appointments and replacements
b. student outcomes assessment
c. committee reports

pp. 5-14

4.

College of Education/Appointment of Dean

p. 15

5.

Report regarding Disabled student services
Anne Thomas, Director of Equal Opportunity
Programs

p. 16

6.

Clarification of Faculty Senate Bylaws
Professor Bel Campbell

p. 17

7.

Resolution from Faculty Senate Budget
Committee regarding Division of Continuing
Education -- Professor Bel Campbell

p. 18-23

8.

summer School Report -- Assistant Vice
President David Stuart

p. 24

9.

Proposed Legislator Education Project -Professor Robert Schwartz (INFORMATION ONLY)

10.

Report regarding Minority Centers -- Professor
Bel Campbell (INFORMATION ONLY)

pp. 1-4

----

11.

.. .

~

•

•

, 1

;t_,-1,1 :; .. . • :;·

..

Memorial Minutes -- Professor Bel Campbell
(PLEASE NOTE THAT THE FULL TEXT OF MEMORI AL
MINUTES ARE NOW PRINTED IN THE MINUTES)
a. ~~CamEbell Professor Emeritus of
Geography' -/fabert: V. Campbel/
.
b. Henry weihofen, Professor Emeritus o f
Law

